
Rosen for UJS
Hello, I'm a third-year student at Cambridge, Leonard Cohen stan and candidate to be
your next UJS President. I have a track record of standing up when it comes to the issues
that matter.  I have fought against antisemitism within the Labour movement and have
fought for LGBT+ inclusion within the Jewish community. I’ve always used my platform to
fight for change. As Cambridge JSoc’s External Officer, I led our successful IHRA definition
campaign. As President of the Cambridge Union, I confronted  Jeremy Corbyn over
antisemitism within the Labour Party.  If elected as your next UJS President I will tirelessly
defend, celebrate and enhance Jewish life on campus. I have three key policy areas: 
Reuniting Jewish students | Robust, proactive advocacy | Representing our diversity 

REUNITING JEWISH STUDENTS 
Jewish students have been separated by the pandemic. I’ll reunite students with in-person events across
the country from inter-university sports contests to Jewniversity challenge and speed dating (if that’s
your cup of tea)
I’ll reinvigorate Jewish culture with headline speakers and flagship national events that bring together
Jews from diverse communities.
Anglo-Jewish discourse can feel stale at times. I’ll ensure a wide range of voices is platformed at our
events. 
I’ll offer Jewish students the opportunity to express themselves with a termly journal of Jewish thought
and culture. 

ROBUST, PROACTIVE ADVOCACY 
Jewish students deserve a proactive and long-term strategy to deal with antisemitism on campus.
In some universities, we’ve seen the symbolic adoption of the IHRA definition but not its implementation.
We must ensure that improvements in disciplinary systems are felt by Jewish students. Your
experiences are the barometer by which we will judge universities. 
I’ll ensure a student-led proactive communal response to universities, regulatory organisations and UCU
branches that fail to tackle Antisemitism. 
I’ll ensure that UJS and other communal organisations listen to JSocs and take their lead. 
UJS should empower and support JSoc committees by offering tailor-made training and support to
committee members. 

REPRESENTING OUR DIVERSITY 
For some Jewish students, JSoc is the first community in which they feel at home. This means we are duty-
bound to cater for all. 
JSocs should not shy away from offering religious provision to all.  
All JSoc events should be Shabbat and kashrut sensitive. Progressive Jews should be fully included in
Jewish life on campus
I’ll promote the role of welfare officers on JSoc committees and ensure that UJS funds mental health
first aid training 
UJS will promote measures that improve accessibility within JSocs and will ensure that our national
events are accessible to all. 


